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Devices supporting nomadic applications are assumed to be able to take advantage of the capabilities of surrounding
devices. This paper discusses the access control requirements of such ad-hoc federations of communicating devices,
some of which may be administered by a different authority, and illustrates how such scenarios would be handled in
theWeb Services Securityand the framework proposed in theWiTnessproject. The adaptation of theWiTnessflexible
attribute certificate infrastructure as tokens for theWeb Services Securityspecifications suite is finally discussed as an
option to support scenarios where a full-time attachment to a global network is impossible.
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1 Introduction
Nomadic applications are the tangible evidence of the development of pervasive or ubiquitous computing.
Even though computers may not be everywhere, mobile users carry or wear cell phones and PDA-like
devices, and encounter more and more devices in intelligent buildings or public places, all these devices
interacting in short-lived federations.

The use of certificates for specifying access control rights in distributed systems has long been advocated
as a measure to secure applications without connectivity to an authority. The availability of mobile net-
works today makes it less obvious whether such mechanisms are still in need, and may render old-fashioned
Kerberos-like systems more ubiquitous. However, because of the user mobility, relying on full-time con-
nectivity to reach a centralized authority is sometimes simply not affordable. First, communication with
a base station might simply be impossible because of obstacles (buildings, tunnel, etc.) or because the
communication infrastructure might have been destroyed. In a centralized architecture, server crashes or
network problems, which may be caused by denial of service attacks for instance, would also block roaming
users without any fallback solution. In addition, and while this may change in the future, local connectivity
(e.g. Bluetooth or WLAN) is cheap while permanent mobile communications is still prohibitive today, both
financially and in terms of electric consumption. Situations where a mobile device cannot achieve full-time
connectivity are thus likely to occur, the prevailing communication scenario being that of today’s laptop
user: sometimes connected to a global network infrastructure, sometimes voluntarily isolated, sometimes
in LAN with neighbors.

This paper focuses on access control for such applications and how to specify it in two security frame-
works: WS-Federation, (Section 2) which is an industry specification for federating security of Web Ser-
vices; and WiTness (Section 3),Wireless Trust for mobile business, which is a framework designed to
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secure business applications with a PDA or mobile phone infrastructure, whose credential implementa-
tion we present. This paper also discusses how to use the complementarity of the access control features
from both frameworks to provide a better support to applications without full-time connectivity (Section 4).
Section 5 finally discusses other approaches to access control, especially for mobile applications.

2 Federations with Web Services
Web Services are application components designed to support interoperable machine-to-machine interac-
tion over a network. Web Services are accessible over open protocols: they exchange XML messages
through SOAP; their interface is described in detail using WSDL; they can be registered at a UDDI server,
which as such makes them discoverable. In addition to these basic features, there exist specifications for
secure, reliable, and transacted Web Services [IM+03a].

2.1 Web Services Security
The Web Services Security architecture and roadmap [IM+02a] proposed by IBM and Microsoft provide a
comprehensive and extensible set of security specifications for SOAP-based Web Services.

WS-Security [Oas04e] provides single-message authentication and single-message confidentiality by
specifying how to apply XML Signature and XML Encryption, and how to attach a security token to a
SOAP message.

WS-SecureConversation [IM+05] specifies how to establish and reference a security context, and pro-
vides support to perform a secure conversation with multiple messages.

WS-Trust [IM+02b] specifies how to request, issue, validate, and exchange security tokens. Security
tokens are cryptographically protected claims (e.g., identity or authorization assertion) and/or cryptographic
keys. They are issued by a Security Token Service (STS), and may be forwarded, delegated, or proxied.
Security token requests are typically secured using WS-Security, for instance when one security token is
exchanged for another).

The Web Services Security framework currently supports username/passwords [Oas04a] and X.509 cer-
tificates [Oas04b], binary security tokens, such as Kerberos tickets [Oas03], and any type of XML security
token, including SAML assertions [Oas04c] and XrML tokens [Oas04d].

WS-Policy provides a framework which allows Web Services to describe and communicate (publish)
their policies. WS-SecurityPolicy [IM+02c] specifies the security policy assertions that can be used in this
framework.

WS-Federation [IM+03b] finally describes how to manage and broker trust relationships in a hetero-
geneous federated environment, including support for federated identities, attributes, and pseudonyms. A
federation consists of multiple Web Services domains, each with their own STS, and with their own security
policy. Among other things, WS-Federation specifies such an infrastructure using WS-Trust, for example
enabling requesters from one domain to obtain security tokens in another domain and to subsequently get
access to the services in the other domain. The term ‘federation’ is used here in a different manner than in
the pervasive computing literature, or WiTness, where it refers to two or more devices close to each other,
and whose services are jointly used; WS rather refers to it for services that are exposed across different trust
domains without the necessity of physical proximity.

2.2 Back-end system queries
Alice (A) is a user working at companyCA who wants to access her emails which are stored in her company’s
back-end system. She wants to use a public terminal provided by companyCB, which she happens to be
visiting, which she might find using WS-Discovery [IM+04b]. Alice prefers to authenticate on her PDA
rather than enter her password into the public terminal. She will then let her PDA delegate temporary rights
to the terminal so she can switch off her PDA and keep its battery charged. The terminal can verify that
Alice is indeed an employee at a partner of companyCB and let her access the Internet. Access control to
an email requested through the public terminal is finally enforced by companyCA’s email server.

Implementing this scenario using WS is rather straightforward since the WS model essentially assumes a
global connectivity, i.e., that each entity involved can contact every other entity at any time. Since the user
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physically interacts with the federated terminal, the latter is the originator of the SOAP messages. Instead of
considering the terminal as an active SOAP intermediary, we will closely follow the WS-Federation Active
Requestor Profile [IM+03c]: the first request is initiated by the personal device and includes transferring
control of the public terminal to Alice. The detailed scenario is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: The back-end system scenario with Web Services Federations.

1. The PDA fetches a security tokenTPA from its own security token serviceSTSA. TPA proves that the
device is operated in domainA, and may also indicate the owner and relevant security features of the
device.

2. UsingTPA, the PDA then performs a WS-Trust token exchange, and gets a security tokenTPB from
STSB.

3. The user logs on with the personal device. In particular, the functionality of the federated device is
exposed via a set of Web Services. The security policy of these web services mandates that requests
should be signed with tokens issued in domainB. The logon request by the personal device is signed
with TPB.

4. The response of the public terminal is signed with a tokenTFB.

5. The personal device then submitsTFB signed withTPA to STSA to request a security tokenTFPA for
the federated device, making use of the of theDelegateTofeature of WS-Trust.TFPA is a security
token associated with the private key of the federated device, and asserting that the federated device
is performing actions on behalf of the owner of the personal device.TFPA includesTPA to indicate the
user on which behalf the federated device operates, and should also assert the authorization level of
the federated device; this authorization level will depend on the security features that are asserted in
TFB.

6. TFPA is passed on to the terminal, along with the command to initialize it. From then on, the PDA is
not required any more, except if a secure platform is required.

7. The user can now switch to the user interface provided by the public terminal, and access the server
in domainB. Access requests are secured withTFPA.
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8. The server can check the validity ofTFPA by contactingSTSA. The server can now enforce a policy,
which may mandate that – depending on the assertions inTFPA – certain parts of an email should not
be available in cleartext in, nor displayed on the public terminal.

9. Depending on the policy and the sensitivity of the requested email, certain parts of the email are
transmitted to the public terminal encrypted underTPA, the less sensitive parts encrypted underTFPA.
The terminal is only able to decrypt the parts encrypted underTFPA.

10. Sensitive parts of the email can be forwarded on demand by the terminal to the PDA, which may then
decrypt and display them.

11. When finishing the session, the PDA sends a sign out message toSTSA, from then on all further
attempts to verify the tokenTFPA will fail.

The realization proposed above follows the Web Services Security specifications. Note that no specific
format nor content of the security tokens is mandated in the specifications. The Web Services exposed by
the devices and the server are of course scenario and application-specific, as well as the multipart encryption
feature, and the according behavior of the federated device, which needs to be agreed upon.

2.3 Taking it ”off-line”
Looking at the detailed scenario described above, the use of Web Services may be problematic if the PDA
has limited connection capabilities.

Step 1 assumes the PDA to be able to contact its own STS. If not, the PDA should already possess the
requiredTPA that can be validated and trusted by an STS in another domain.

Step 2 assumes the PDA to be able to contact theSTSB of the terminal. A limited PDA may only be able
to communicate with physically close federated devices. The PDA should then already have the required
TPB that can be validated and trusted by a federated device in another domain. In other words, federated
devices must be able to directly validateTPA, or the PDA must carry a set ofTPBs for each of the domains
trusted byA.

Step 5 again assumes the PDA to be able to contact its own STS. If not, anSTSPA could be introduced,
running on the PDA, and capable of issuing delegatable security tokens.STSPA should obviously be pre-
vented from misuse. Its private key should be stored and operated in a secure environment, like a SIM card.
Moreover, it should only return delegation tokensTFPA with authorization assertions that are compliant with
the presentedTPA andTPB.

Step 8 assumes the server to be able to contact its STS. Otherwise, the user cannot sign out anymore, and
the lifetime ofTFPA should be limited.

2.4 Ad-hoc interactions
Let us consider Alice’s case again and suppose the application requirements are changed: a backup is
needed in case of corporate server failure at companyCA so that Alice can keep on working anyway, and
in a secure manner. In that situation, the public terminal can only access emails that are cached on her
PDA (a). In case of a crash, the certification authority (CA, or AA for Attribute Authority, as it is called in
the Privilege Management Infrastructure) will be unreachable. Credentials describing Alice’s rights must
therefore be stored on her PDA so that she can work with the data stored on her PDA and prove her identity
or rights locally.

The scenario so far assumed that the email server was consulted on-line. Alice’s PDA, which is trusted,
has to cache these emails to let her read on, but it has strong limitations: it cannot print, has a small display,
small keyboard, etc. Alice may want to print a corporate email on a printer in the airport lounge where she
is waiting for her plane and edit a contract draft (RA) with the laptop (b) of Bob, an employee at company
CB.

Alice’s PDA must thus be able to decide whether the printer with which it federates can be trusted to print
a confidential messages. In that respect, the PDA can be considered as a mobile extension of the corporate
server. The security policy should thus be stored together with emails, and access control enforced by the
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PDA. In conclusion, enabling more ad-hoc interactions is possible by not only working with a local copy
of a resource accessed, but also with a local security token service, and/or one or more locally cached
security tokens. Access control for such a pervasive application will result in the following verifications
being enforced by the PDA:

1. Is employee A authorized to access resource RA? EmployeeA has a pair of public and private keys
and is certified by the employerCA, i.e. roles or authorizations certificates.

2. Is device b trusted enough to edit resource RA? Deviceb has its own pair of public and private keys
and is certified by its ownerCB, i.e. ownership or security-level certificates. To evaluate the security
level of the terminal, the user needs to know whether there is an agreement between her company and
the company owning the terminal.

3. Is A authorized to use device b?Agreements between corporations can also define rights. For in-
stance, companyCB can authorize employees of companyCA to use local printers. To useb, A has to
prove that she is authorized to.

Kerberos tokens are connected credentials. The security relies on a permanent access to the ticket grant-
ing server. WS-Federation extends this model and relies on a permanent connection with some STS during
delegation and validation phases. We will show how to define disconnected instantiations of this model. No
such type of credential can support federation scenarios as depicted above in a convenient manner.

3 Credentials for Federations: WiTness
The WiTness project [BRKC03] sets out to define a framework for the development of secure business to
employee (B2E) or business to business (B2B) applications in nomadic environments that let employees
access corporate information on the road from their personal laptop, PDA, or cell phone. The WiTness
framework intends to promote the development of multi-application SIM or USIM card as a security anchor,
thanks to the ubiquity of cell phones, each employee’s smartcard hosting the cryptographic secrets necessary
to authenticate this employee and performing critical functions as a personal security module.

3.1 Access Control for Ad Hoc interactions
WiTness is dedicated to mobile and pervasive computing and thus assumes 1) restricted computational
power and 2) restricted communication channels, especially that short-range connectivity is assumed to be
the standard. The following applications are especially targeted as typical security objectives: (1) interaction
with artifacts (smart door, smart vending machine); (2) extension of personal devices, e.g. larger display,
keyboard; (3) document sharing during a meeting; (4) voting, contract signature.

WiTness developed adaptable credentials that may be used for ”off-lineable” ad-hoc interactions. Access
control is based on the rights (or roles, etc.) of an employee and on the trust level of the device from
where he performs the access to a given resource. These rights and trust levels are derived from chains of
certificates coming from the different corporate authorities involved.

3.2 Witness Attribute Certificates
Certificates are proven to be the solution for distributed access control and identity management. WiTness
applications had special requirements because authorization rules are defined in terms of multiple attributes.
The decentralized management of mobile devices, need for flexible delegation, and limited computational
capabilities were additional requirements.

Neither X.509v3 Attribute Certificate (AC), introduced to solve limitations of X.509 Identity Certificate
with a Privilege Management Infrastructure (PMI), nor any other solution (SPKI [spki99], Akenti [Akenti],
ICare [Icare] to cite a few) was found to completely satisfy these requirements. In fact, X.509v3 ACs rely
too strongly on an existing X.509 structure for authentication. SPKI certificates have proven very complex
to use mainly due to the chain discovery and tuples reduction and because of their restrictive definition
of authorization. Figure 2 shows the bindings that are authenticated with SPKI, X.509 and with attribute
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certificates. The WiTness attribute certificates place identity and attributes on the same level, and also make
it possible to assess platform trust. All attributes are defined in a uniform and extensible manner, identity
being just like any other attribute.
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Attribute Certificate

Id Certif
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Fig. 2: WiTness, SPKI, and X509 Certificates

WiTness Certificate Basics WiTness certificates are a flexible data structure for the management of dis-
tributed credentials. They were designed based on the experience acquired with ICare to exploit XML
strengths, most specifically extensibility and readability for the programmer. A certificate associates at-
tributes to a principal, the holder, with a data structure signed by the certificate issuer; Certificate holder
and issuer can either be a public key, like in SPKI, or a referenced WiTness certificate. The attribute data
structure is a tuple of aname, value, and optionalresourceanddelegation. For instance, the following
example illustrates what might be an attribute issued by companyCA’s authority to Alice to endorse her as
one of its employees working on Project X. This endorsement is not delegatable by Alice to anyone.

<Attribute Name="Company-A Corporate Position">
<Value>Employee</Value>
<Resource>Project X</Resource>
<Delegation>0</Delegation>

</Attribute>

The same attribute structure holds for Identity information or to specify file access rights but with differ-
ent values, for instance Name being ‘File Access’, Value ‘RW’, and Resource ‘validFileNameURL’.

The content of the attribute must be evaluated at application level, because its semantics cannot be known
at the certificate API level. Nevertheless, some basic rules are implemented in the library to perform a first
delegation validation check; moreover, the library exposes a plug-in based architecture, which permits to
easily develop new attribute types along with their validators. These validators can be passed to the library
for an automatic validation.

The signature makes the certificate tamper-proof and builds a trust chain. The holder proves the owner-
ship of the certificate through a classic challenge-response protocol demonstrating private key ownership.
Using a public key as a holder creates a new, independent attribute certificate from the issuer for the holder;
using a reference to an existing certificate permits to associate attributes to existing entities, and can be used
to build cross-domain trust chains, as described below. Using a public key as an issuer is typically for self-
signed root certificates only. Any certificate further issued in the chain contains the full issuer certificate,
exploiting recursive XML schema capabilities, thereby yielding self-contained certificates with an explicit
trust chain. Validation of the trust chain and delegation is made easier by the full inclusion of the chain into
the issued final certificate, at the sole expense of an increased size of certificates and chains.

WiTness Certificates are designed to allow dynamic roles and rights distribution and delegation in mixed
ad-hoc/back-end server scenarios. Any entity can act as a certification authority, creating new attributes
or delegating existing attributes, and distributing them to other entities. The Issuer may intend no right to
delegate, any number of successive delegation levels, or no limit to delegation. In a chain of certificates, the
library verifies that the delegation field is regularly applied, and monotonically more restrictive (with the
exception of unlimited delegation).
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Certificate Chains and Validation The chain from the root to the leaf delegated certificate is called a
physical chain. All parent certificates in a physical chain can be included in the final certificate for ad-hoc
validation, since they are generated in sequence.Logical chainsare used to create inter-domain delegation,
and correspond to an agreement between two companies, linking existing physical chains from different
authorities. A logical chain is created through cross-delegation, that is by assigning an existing attribute
certificate as an holder.

Certificate validation proceeds as follows: the certificate must be valid (integrity, XML validation); the
root of the physical chain must be atrusted (root) certificate(as in X.509), or must be trusted through
an inter-domain delegation signed by a trusted certificate; delegation must be coherent; finally, attributes
synthesized by the chain are validated at application level using a plug-in architecture.

4 Putting it all together

4.1 Credentials and Transient Connectivity

As illustrated in Section 2, supporting ad-hoc interactions is an interesting option to improve the usability
of a nomadic application. This does not preclude the transient availability of the CA/AA to the user PDA at
some point in time, before or after the interaction with the terminal. In a back-end authority based model,
credentials are obtained on demand, per request. In an ad-hoc model however, credentials can be anticipated
as required and requested from an authority before going offline, or the lack thereof may be logged. For
instance, if Alice plans to meet Bob, she might request the appropriate credentials to work with him before
leaving her company. Otherwise, if Alice meets Bob for the first time and knows she will meet him again,
she can register his identity and request proper credentials to grant Bob’s device access to her resources the
next time her PDA gets in touch with her authority. Conversely, Bob might want to delegate some rights to
Alice, without knowing her identity, when he meets her.

In both cases, in the WS-Federation architecture, this means that each mobile device should be offering
a local and miniature embedded Security Token Service able to generate new tokens that would be adapted
to a given situation. The delegation mechanism presented in Section 3 seems a natural way to assure that
such an embedded STS will provide enough access without giving more rights than what is allowed by the
corporate policy.

The storage of credentials is therefore necessary in an ad-hoc interaction model, yet the capacity means
of a mobile device like a PDA or cell phone does not make it possible to cache all credentials representing
rights, roles, or security-levels of an entity. The pre-installation of credentials of authorities that can be
known in advance like the police, fire service, or a business partner might be considered in the first place.
WS-Federation offer protocols that may serve as the vector for negotiating such prefetching of credentials
in advance, or as a regular requirement, and between several STSes. WS-Federation protocols may also be
used to precise the granularity of these credentials, in particular by restricting the scope of delegated rights
that may be issued. Certificates [Itu88, spki99] are generally understood as ”offlineable”’ or distributed
credentials and would thus fulfill the need to represent such agreements and rights. The Web Services
Security specifications do not specify tokens equivalent to WiTness certificates, but in principle support any
type of XML tokens. WiTness credentials might thus potentially be embedded within the Web Services
Security architecture.

Degraded mode is the last option making it possible for a nomadic user to work on the road and is clearly
easy to specify with the trust level functionality of WiTness certificates. Some functionalities will not be
available except in a trusted environment, like email decryption in Alice’s PDA in our last example.

The right part of Figure 3 presents the construction of a chain of certificates in WiTness: AliceA is
authorized by her companyCA to access some resourceR and can delegate this right. In an ad-hoc context,
A authorizes a federated deviceFD to accessR. The left part of Figure 3 shows how those credentials could
be integrated in a WS-Federation of STS: the first credential defines the trust relationship betweenSTSCA

andSTSA and the whole chain is the security token provided toFD, i.e. TFPA.
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4.2 Ad-hoc Credential Revocation

The necessity of prefetching credentials brings up the difficult issue that credentials used in ad-hoc federa-
tive situations are validated and delegated locally only, i.e., without any communication with a centralized
authority such as a certification authority (CA) or a central Security Token Service (STS). How to check
whether a certificate is still valid when used?

Certificate invalidation is a difficult problem in distributed systems in general. WhileOnline Certificate
Status Protocols(OCSP) is excluded in our case,Certificate Revocation Lists(CRLs), although awkwardly
large for mobile devices, can be used in ad-hoc scenarios as long as they can be updated on a regular basis.
A different way to control the validity of certificates is to rely onshort-term[spki99] or evenone-time
certificates [Cha88]. In this case, a mechanism for periodically renewing rights is necessary, and finding
the right delegation granularity is not easy. Electronic cash [Cha88] may even be seen as an ad-hoc enabled
credential dedicated to specific type of rights. A hybrid approach was chosen in WiTness that is well
adapted to transient connectivity: long-term certificates are used to define the roles, rights, or trust levels of
employees and devices, and are updated along with revocation information when connected to an authority;
short-term certificates are created when rights are delegated in ad-hoc mode.

4.3 Security = Application + Middleware

The WiTness framework is a programmatic framework for securing applications, and it offers a perfect
interface to applications for accessing certificates content. The Web Services approach, on the other hand,
take a middleware approach of introducing security functionalities transparently into applications, only
relying on a policy based configuration of security.

We suggest that securing federative nomadic applications requires combining these two approaches to
get the best of both worlds. The application designer might choose whether to rely on the transparent
security mechanisms provided by the current Web Services Security specifications, or to implement security
mechanisms using an application layer framework, when the security requirements cannot be handled at
message level.

In a WiTness typical scenario [BRKC03], users access corporate information through a public terminal,
which they federate with their personal security device. The corporate information sensitivity may be used
to decide on running the application in a degraded mode, for example not displaying sensitive emails outside
of the employee PDA. However, determining the sensitivity of such data can only be done at the application
level.

WiTness actually focuses on providing a flexible application-layer security framework enabling the de-
velopment of such fully customized, scenario specific solutions, in particular through the provision of an
adapted certificate based authorization framework. It would thus perfectly complement the standardized
secure messaging infrastructure provided by Web Services, which is a guarantee for interoperability, and
which makes application development with such an infrastructure easier for non-security experts.
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5 Related Work
XACML [Oas05b] defines an XML schema for an extensible access control language. It provides a com-
mon language for defining security policies, and in particular doing so consistently across different appli-
cations and components within the enterprise. While XACML focuses more on policy enforcement across
technologies (e.g., firewalls, email servers, etc) within an enterprise, WS-(Security) Policy deals with de-
scribing the security policy associated with Web Services endpoints, and with communicating this policy
across enterprise boundaries.

The Liberty Alliance [Liberty] specification aims at providing a federated network identity management
infrastructure. While it focuses on a dedicated and specific identity infrastructure, the WS-Federation and
the Web Services Security specifications constitute a generic security framework, enabling authentication
and authorization for Web Services across organizations, enterprises and individuals.

The Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [Oas05a] is an XML-based framework designed
to solve three main use cases: single sign-on, distributed transactions (dealing with transport of cross-
domain authorization), and authorization service (dealing with authorization). It handles the exchange of
security information like XML-encoded security assertions, XML-encoded request/response protocol, and
rules on using assertions with standard transport and messaging frameworks. SAML supports three kind of
assertions: authentication, attribute, and authorization decision. SAML protocols and the Liberty Alliance
provide similar functionality as the WS-Trust. However, SAML protocols are only used in combination
with SAML tokens while WS-Trust support numerous tokens like username-password, X.509, SAML, etc.
and can be extended to support others.

WiTness defines a proprietary XML-based certificate format to deal with all kinds of attributes in an
integrated way. Existing works prove the interest for an XML format for a certificate structure: [Paa00] is
an IETF Draft for an XML format of SPKI certificates; an ITU-T group works on specifications X.6xx (e.g.
X.693) [Itu01] to translate ASN.1 into an XML format. The XML SPKI draft and similar attempts failed
mainly because they directly translated existing formats into XML structures, without fully respecting the
XML philosophy of extensibility, thus not exploiting XML features fully.

Other ongoing research in mobile environments and even in pervasive computing environments show
that Web Services seem promising in that area. Mobile Web Services address the access to Web Services
from mobile environments and pervasive web services focus on the discovery of services. [RH03] suggests
that a reference to a dedicated web service be attached to physical objects (train ticket, room, etc.) using
barcodes; RFID tags or infrared beacons may also be envisioned. This goes one step further to the PANs
discussed in this paper since physical artifacts would then all be references to web servers responsible for
handling ad-hoc interactions.

6 Conclusions
Today’s business environments deploy systems of mobile devices that must interact together in increasingly
ad-hoc federations. However security tokens available in the most prevalent security infrastructures, like for
instance Web Services or Liberty Alliance, fall short of supporting such applications in the case where the
mobile user is not permanently connected to his authority. We described scenarios illustrating these issues,
and their implications in the WS-Federation architecture.

This paper described in what respect WiTness attribute certificates might ideally complement the WS-
Federation architecture to support various types of federative nomadic applications. Web Services spec-
ifications in turn provide a standardized and secure messaging framework on top of which secure and
interoperable applications can be built in a transparent way. Federation capabilities, understood both in
terms of personal area federations of devices, and in terms of federations of authorities, are in any case an
essential requirement for the development of nomadic applications. We plan to develop such features in the
IST Mosquito project [Mosquito], a follow-up of the WiTness project which has just started recently.

The emergence of context awareness in the field of pervasive computing security illustrates the current
trend towards the distribution of trust assessment functions. We believe that the integration of context-
sensitive security parameters within an organized security architecture requires the exchange of ad-hoc
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enabled credentials like the ones described in this paper. These topics represent a promising area of inves-
tigation in Web Services security for the future.
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